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NULIA AND MICROWAREHOUSE LAUNCH NULIA WORKS PLATFORM
PARTNERSHIP

Bringing Nulia Works Digital Enablement to MicroWarehouse’s Partner Office 365
Customers

Dublin, Ireland – July 2020 – Nulia is pleased to announce a partnership with

MicroWarehouse, who will be distributing the Nulia Works platform to their partners, enabling
them to offer customers a unique bundle of Office 365 with Nulia Works Digital Enablement.
Nulia Works is the first of its kind Digital Enablement solution that is platform-based and

supports a continuous system of measurement, personalization, and engagement to drive

digital skills development and usage. Nulia Works personalizes skills development, guiding users
with data-driven insights and measures success by doing in the natural flow of work, enabling

users to continuously attain, maintain, and use digital productivity skills.

“Nulia is excited to bring the Nulia Works Digital Enablement platform to MicroWarehouse’s

partners and customers,” says Nulia co-founder and CEO Steve Zimba. “We think Nulia Works is

the perfect platform for ensuring their partners can help their clients unlock the full value of

Office 365 while guiding end users to reach their maximum productivity potential.”

“We are delighted to partner with Nulia and their novel approach to educating users to take full

advantage of the power of Microsoft 365,” says MicroWarehouse MD, Rory Wilson. “For our

reseller partners, Nulia Works helps increase customer productivity, build ongoing satisfaction
and open new business opportunities.”

For their solutions and contributions in the Microsoft Certified Partners technology community,

Nulia and MicroWarehouse were respectively awarded the Modern Workplace Apps & Solutions
for Microsoft Teams and the Indirect Provider Partner of the Year Awards 2020.

About Nulia:

Nulia is a pioneer in Digital Enablement, getting users using their digital productivity suites.

Our Nulia Works platform is the first of its kind SaaS solution, supporting a continuous system of
measurement, personalization, and engagement. It guides users to attain, maintain, and use

digital productivity skills to realize their potential and unlock the value of Office 365 in the way
that works for them. We are headquartered in Eugene, Oregon and have our international

operations based in Dublin, Ireland. To learn more, visit nulia.com. Join us in sparking the Digital
Enablement movement!

About MicroWarehouse:

MicroWarehouse is Ireland’s leading IT and cloud distributor. Supporting over 800 partners

throughout the channel for over 28 years, MicroWarehouse continues to evolve and change the

outdated role of distribution to that of a true and active partnership. Optimising and simplifying
IT to enable our partners to grow their business, maximise the opportunity and build long term
customer relationships. MicroWarehouse has been recognised twice in the past three years as

Microsoft’s Cloud Distributor of the year. Visit Mwh.ie or follow @MWHDistribution on Twitter.
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